RefQ
Reference data management

RefQ is a tool for managing reference data that is
stored in diﬀerent ways across diﬀerent databases,
applications and systems of a company.

Why RefQ?
The use of the tool is enabled
through an intuitive and easy-to-use
user interface that can be configured
to fit the needs of different users. This
user interface provides users with the
creation of reporting structures and
their financial positions, as well as
creating relationships between data
or associating data to the created
financial positions.

The basic RefQ functionalities

Creating a report structure
Creating positions within a report
Creating relationships between data
on previously created positions
Creating and managing analytic
hierarchies
Intuitive user interface controlled by
role-based security to support
collaborated authoring of reference
data

RefQ

Ability to manage and map
relationships between different
reference data sets which exist in an
enterprise
Import data from Excel
Export data to Excel
Data security through defined user
roles
Versioning and auditing capability
Search capability

Creating reports and positions
RefQ helps you create reporting
structures and positions with the
ability to determine parent/ child
relationships. Created report
structures and positions can be
viewed in hierarchical form and
exported or to excel files.
Additionally, RefQ provides the ability
to define details on financial
positions where users determine how
certain data will be processed in a
data warehouse system.

Picture 1: Overview of the Defined Reporting Structure

Picture 2: defining details of a particular financial position

Creating relationships between data
RefQ allows you to categorize data within an organization or to associate data with a
created financial positions in the report structure. Features like searching the data
involved in different joins within a form of creating relationships or direct data entry in
that form are also available.

Picture 3: Creating relation on a financial position

Created relationships and mappings can be viewed at one place with the ability to
export/import data from / to excel. In order to facilitate and speed up the user's work in
the tool itself, RefQ provides functionality to copy already created relationships to other
entities. Copying already created mappings is possible from one report to the other or
from one company to another company.

Picture 4: Overview of created relations by company and report
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Creating and managing analytic hierarchies

Picture 5: Overview of hierarchy and its relations

RefQ tool allows you to create
analytic hierarchies according
to the desired types of
groupings, as well as an
overview of those created
hierarchies. Groups, that is
hierarchy level, can be directly
created using the RefQ tool.
Once they are created, the tool
lets you associate data with
them (creating an
organizational structure). In
order to facilitate and
accelerate the user's work in
the tool itself, there is
functionality to copy already
created relationships between
different types of hierarchies
from a particular company to
another company.

Central management of distributed reference data
Data that does not exist in
transaction systems can be
manually entered and
maintained through the RefQ
tool. In this way, end users of
the reporting system can
define the data and groupings
that will be used in reports.
One example is maintaining a
table of the age category of
debt, whose data can be
maintained directly using the
RefQ.

Picture 6: defining the date category of debt

Ability to manage and map relationships between diﬀerent
reference data sets which exist in an enterprise
Users and role management module
provides a high level of Data Security in an
application. The security level is divided
into two main categories:
Administrator – a role that contains
the highest level of authorization and
assigns rights to other users
Business User – the role that creates
reporting structures, positions, joining
relationships
Slika 3: Kreiranje relacije na financijskoj poziciji

Picture 7: User rights settings for reporting at company level
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In addition, the security level can be set at
the level of user groups or at the level of
reports. This functionality covers the
following scenarios:
Company A only sees company A data
and can create reports, positions, and
associate relationships only for
company A
User1 from Company A has the ability
to manage data only for report1 and
company A, while user2 from company
A has the ability to manage data for
report2 only and company A

Background tool management

Picture 8: Examples of background tool management

Each RefQ operation is stored in a system database for audit purposes. In order to store
report definition, position and associated data in DWH system, RefQ provides a
management tool for "job creation", which can be used by end-users to start or schedule
data processing.

A a tool for managing reference
data that is stored in diﬀerent
ways across diﬀerent databases

RefQ
Solution provides users with
the creation of reporting
structures and their financial
positions, as well as creating
relationships between data.
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